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Figure 1. The Cheyenne Tornado (Photo courtes

Capt J. James, OL-A, 9 WS F.E. Warren APB, WY).

1. Introduction.

At 2135Z on 16 July 1979 a tornado struck Cheyenne, Wyoming (Figure 1). The funnel
cloud developed over Francis E. Warren AFB, proceeded along the northern boundary of
the base and continued eastward into Cheyenne. It caused one fatality and over $40

- million damage in the civilian community (Ostby and Wilson, 1980). Damage to Air
National Guard C-130s at the Cheyenne Airport totaled several million dollars,
(Figure 2).

One problem in forecasting such an occurrence is the lack of surface observations
IN and radar data in the sparsely populated regions of the west. Satellite data covers

a continuum of space, and the resolution of GOES imagery allows mesoscale analysis.
GOES satellite imagery is not dependent upon surface reporting stations or location
of radars. These data are available at 30 minute intervals to units with GOES or
WSFO taps. An analysis of the available GOES imagery from the afternoon of 16 July

* suggests a technique for predicting the occurrence of severe convective weather.

I M

Figure 2. Wyoming ANI C-130 damaged by the

Tornado (Photo courtesy Capt J. James OL-A,
9 WS, F. E. Warren AFB, WY).
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2. Synoptic Situatio,,.

There was a high potential for severe convective weather over the high Tlains of
southeastern Wyoming and northeastern Colorado on 16 July 1979. A shortwave trough
with weak to moderate PVA was evident at 500mb. A 90kt westerly jet at 200mb was
over the area, providing a venting mechanism for deep convection. There was strong
thickness advection in the low levels, as well as high moisture content. The atmo-
sphere was conditionally unstable. Since no sounding was available over Cheyenne,
the exact vertical thermal structure is unknown. Analysis of surrounding soundings,
however, indicates that a layer of warm dry air overlaid a cool moist layer near the
surface. This is a convectively unstable situation with the potential fo. explosive
overturning. All the ingredients for severe weather were present.

Since we began forecasting severe weather we have faced this limitation: We can
forecast areas of severe weather potential with considerable skill, but we are unable
to forecast the time and place of occurrence, until the thunderstorms develop and
can then be tracked by radar. We are unable to forecast tornado occurrence until one
is sighted, or a radar signature is observed. Then extrapolation of movement is used
to predict the path of the storm. Most base weather stations within Air Weather
Service will not issue a warning for severe convective weather elements until their
signatures are displayed upon a radar or until reported by observation. The warning
lead time is dependent, therefore, on how far upstream in time and space the severe
weather signatures or elements are observed. Therefore, on days such as July 16,
even though there may be great potential for severe convective weather, point warnings
are often not issued until the first occurrence of a severe weather element.

3. GOES Imagery.

At 1646Z the satellite imagery (Figure 3) showed the first cumulus dtvelopment, near
Casper, to the north of the Cheyenne area. The 1746Z GOES picture (Ficure 4 ) sihow.-
the first thunderstorm developing southwest of Laramie. Some small cumulus can be
seen developing over the Laramie Mountains between Laramie and Cheyenne. By 18r67
(Figure 5) a mature thunderstorm cell was located over Cheyenne with a second
mature cell just to the west. Two small cells in the building stage were locatedi
to the north. The National Weather Service observation at the Cheyenne Airport in-
cluded thunder from 1826Z to 1829Z. By 1946Z (Figure 6) a line of thunderstorm cell,

extended from just south of the Colorado border to the area just south of Laramie,
then northeastward to Kimball, Nebraska. Cells were also developing north-to-scuth
along the ridgeline of the easternmost ranges of the Rockies. A large cluster of
these cells developed from the west-to-southwest of Laramie. This was the first
indication of organization of the cells into mesoscale convective systems. ,ot-
also the two cloud clusters at point C and the small cell at point D.

The picture for 2016Z (Figure 7) shows the two large cells at C have remained
nearly stationary but have become better organized. The small cell at point D
not grown appreciably but has moved rapidly to the northeast. The line to the scu.-
east has remained stationary. The area of cells to the southwest of Laramle coi-
tinued to grow. A recapitu~ation of events at this point would indicate that nts-
scale cloud systems have grown and become organized while remaining rnasi-.trt.!nery,
except for the somewhat intriguing movement of the one cell labelled D.

Figure 8 shows the situation at 2046Z. Cell D has developed dramaticallyj !it
mature thunderstorm. Cells Cl and C2 have remained stationary while the Ilne "
(A) have moved to the southeast. The cloud mass southwest of Laramle, r 1.'. .
large distinct cells BI and B2. B2 is beginning to merge w1th C] aid C?.
variation in movement between the cells would seem to indicate tht, ccnvect>.:"
action has developed into a mesoscale circulation system which dnclnated '- :-
ment of northeastern Colorado, southeastern Wyoming and the Nebraska ratc~art. i.

The 2116Z imagery (Figure 9) shows a dramatic departure. There are :.-w fr 'r
cells in the region. Two have persisted for several hours and hav ,- ob,
quasi-steady-state supercell status. These are cell D which has continued 
eastward and cell A which has grown "fatter" and has lost Its line ap._-aran'.. .
B2, Cl and C2 have merged and are now labelled merely C. Cells A ani P ar -
to merge, just to the west of Cheyenne. Practically the entire area between a!.r,
Wyoming and Denver, Colorado east to the Nebraska border is covered Lv the.-e fcir
thunderstorm clusters.

By 2146Z (Figure 10) cells A and B have fully merged and C and D have begun to 'eroe.
The merged A and B cells extend east and west of Cheyenne. Figures 11, 1' and 1'
show that by 2246Z the cells all have merged into one large group.
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Figure 3. SMS - 2 Visual imagery
at 1646Z shows f'irst cumulus
development near Casper (A).
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are beginning to develop north
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Figure 6. SMS 2 Visual imagery
at 1946--. The thunderstorms have
or~ranized into a line from the

* Colorado border to Kimball,
Nebraska (A). Another cluster
of cells is rrowinf- over the
eastern slope or the Rockies (B).
The two small cells (C) from theC
last picture have rrown into
cloud clusters. Another small
cell has berun development (D).5.
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